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 LOA On Facebook
The LOA Facebook group continues to grow. We are now up to 500 members. 
The group is pretty active.  Not many days go by without someone adding to 
the group page. 

The photographs that appear certainly give other members ideas for their own
boats. It’s a very informal way to stay in touch with other like minded souls.

The members are from far and wide as you can imagine,  So those LOA 
members who use Facebook,  please take a look at our LOA Facebook Group, 
you may be surprised at who, or what you see there.

For Your Diary
Broads Events 2019

Fitting Out Lunch
Saturday 6th April

Barton Broad Rally
Mon 27th May to Frid 31st May

Southern Rivers Cruise 
Frid 26th July to Frid 9th August

Laying up Supper  
Frid 29th November

Calum Maclean’s remarkable selfie: 
L27 Chrysalis at anchor in the 
crystal clear waters of Crowlin in 
the Inner Hebrides.
Page design by Steve Blaney, 
Kingdom Promotions, Elie, Fife.
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Antifouling in February 
In mid February with the temperature at 16/17 degrees,
Dark Star was pressure washed and given two coats of
Hempel hard racing white anti fouling. 

I was pleased to get this completed since Dark Star had
to be floated from her winter mud berth on the predicted 
6.7m tide on March 21st.

Tide Troubles
March 21st was a beautiful day, but with high pressure
reading 1040mb, the tide was 8 inches (0.2m) too low
and Dark Star did not float. Same thing happened at
midday on March 22nd .

The final opportunity came at midnight on March 22nd, since on following days the 
tides were due to drop away. Fortunately barometric pressure dropped to 1030 
after dark and the tide duly rose and released Dark Star at 12.15 am!  

The next suitably high tides would not arrive until the end of August. Ah the fun of 
it all. It’s been an education watching the influence of barometric pressure and wind
on tides.

A northerly gale can push back the tide in the Dover straits and produce tides up to 
16 inches (0.4m) higher than predicted, all along the South Coast.

Leisure Dimensions
Whilst setting up a frame of concrete slabs and posts to hold Dark Star over the 
winter months, I found that there were no published details of keel dimensions. 
Consequently I ended up compiling figures for other twin keel Leisures and the 
tables can be found on page 42. The tables could be expanded to include sizes of 
masts and sails  etc.

Forum Digests
Administrator Colin Shead has added a really useful facility to the Forum on the LOA
website. Subscribing to “Digests” brings a summary of Forum postings straight to 
your email inbox. A single click links you directly to the postings. Full information is 
on page 4.

New Saltings Editor Required
This edition of Saltings coincides with my 75th birthday.  It has been a privilege and 
I have enjoyed producing Saltings for the past five years, but before dotage and 
failing eyesight kick in, it would be prudent to look for a new editor.

I am happy to continue producing Saltings until the end of 2019. However it is time
for a younger, fresher mind to take on the role, so please give the matter some 
thought and if you are interested, please contact me: editor@leisureowners.org.uk

I would like to thank all who have taken the time to contribute to Saltings over the 
past years. Without your effort Saltings would not exist.  

I hope you enjoy this edition of Saltings, but please feel free to recommend any 
changes in editorial policy or direction which I can pass on to the new editor.

Kevin Gilroy
Saltings Editor.
www.sailingroundbritain.com
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Improvements have been made to the Forum on the LOA website and I hope you 
find them useful.

Login Details
Usernames can be hard to remember, but now you have a
choice. 

You can either login with your Username or with your e-mail
address. 

For those with more than one e-mail address, it needs to be
the e-mail address you have registered on the Forum.

I have disabled the “Forgot Password link” which many
members found too complicated to use. The link now simply
takes you to an e-mail form, where you can request a password reset from me.

Lifetime Membership Conditions
I hope that everyone is aware that you must login at least once a year to the Forum
to maintain ‘Lifetime Membership’ of the Association. 

Many members forget this and are annoyed when I e-mail after a year of inactivity 
that they will lose their Lifetime Membership!

To make it easier to remember this requirement, any member who is inactive for 
more than 120 days will now receive an automatic ‘gentle’ reminder e-mail. 

If you fail to login after receiving three of these reminders (after approximately a 
year of inactivity) your account will be marked for cancellation in accordance with 
our rules.

If you are concerned, I suggest using the “Digests” facility which has an option to 
register you as having ‘logged in’ each time you receive a Digest e-mail. See next 
section.

New Digest Facility
“Digests” are e-mails sent to Forum users with a summary of postings made on the
Forum, for time periods which you may select.

Digests are intended to make Forum users’ lives easier since you don’t have to 
explicitly visit the Forum to see what conversations are going on. 

You can just read the Digest and if it contains a topic that is of interest, you can 
click on the topic link in the e-mail and start participating. You can unsubscribe to 
Digests at any time.

Digests can be received daily, weekly or monthly. Forum posts older than this will 
not be sent in a Digest. 

In addition, you can select not to see posts since you last logged in, if you visited 
recently. You can even filter out your own posts. 

You can select what parts of the Forum you are interested in and whether you want 
the full topic or just the most recent posts. Links on the Digest e-mail allow you to 
access the main topics and posts directly.

The 'Digests' facility on the Forum has an option to register you as having logged in
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every time you receive a Digest e-mail, so you never need to worry about losing 
your Lifetime Membership. 

Set Up Your Digest Now
On the Forum, click on either “Technical Support” or “General Discussion”

Under “Announcements” click on “How To Do Things – Notifications, Digests, 
Passwords and More” and scroll down to “Digests” .

Here is a direct link How to Do Things

If you have any questions or comments please e-mail me at 
administrator@leisureowners.org.uk

All the best
Colin Shead
LOA Administrator

Having signed up for the “Digests facility” I have found it most useful to receive a 
daily summary of Forum activity and with a single click, access the Forum posting 
of interest.  Highly recommended! - Ed.
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Editor Required

  A new editor is required for Saltings, the official Journal of the LOA.

  Saltings is usually published three times a year in digital format, as a PDF  
  file.

  If you have IT skills, are good with grammar and spelling and have some   
  experience with desktop publishing software, please give some thought to  
  offering your services.

Contact Colin Shead: administrator@leisureowners.org.uk

https://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=1148


The weather is slowly
improving, and signs of
life are beginnng to stir
under boat covers,
heralding the coming “Lift
In Day”, which for a
number of us is late this
year, as Easter is late.  

We are slightly controlled
by the Broads holiday
seasons, some have had
their boats in the water
over winter, but I haven't
as yet seen any signs of activity out on the rivers.

For my part I am quite pleased to have a bit longer to fit out, as I confess I am a 
fair weather sailor, and proud of it. So at Bureside, the “Lift In Day” has been set at
13th April.  

In the meantime, we have the Fitting Out Lunch  on Saturday 6th April. This is 
a departure from our usual practice of an evening meal. It’s an experiment to see if
those who have to travel, may find it easier. It will be held at my home, and 
needless to say I am hoping very much for good weather, as it may get a bit cosy if
not!

Our first planned sailing meeting will be on the 27th to the 31st May, when 
we are planning to be sailing up at Barton Broad, and Neatishead areas. 

We officially begin on the Spring Bank Holiday. In my experience, the days after a 
bank holiday are always the best weather – may it be so this time!

We have a cruise to the Southern Rivers in the diary for 26th July to 9th 
August.

The Laying up supper/Christmas meal will be held on the 29th of November. All 
details will be available nearer the time

So looking forward to the new season and good sailing - as are we all!

Alison McTaggart
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Hi Kevin,
This was the Forth Cruising Club lift out Last October. The procedure to be reversed 
on 6th April 2019. 

Getting my boat, Leisure 22, Sea Lynx, on dry
land has been so worthwhile. I had skeg
damage to repair. It also makes it much easier
to paint and antifoul!

The Forth Cruising Club is based in Limekilns
Harbour. The club premises are excellent:  a 
clubhouse with workshop facilities, electricity
and water on hand for boats lifted out on land.
There are pontoons for emergency repairs etc.

They are a friendly bunch, and the facilities are
available for stopovers by going on to the
website and being nice to the Commodore. He's 
a good bloke, knowledgeable and able, despite
being my senior.

If cruising up the East Coast, don't forget all the
lesser known harbours towns of West Wemyss,
Anstruther, Pittenweem, St. Monance. Although the folk may appear gruff, they 
generally have hearts of gold. However I'm sure many locals will disagree on 
principle!.

This shot is of Solymar, my colleague's boat, 
with me as crew,  heading to Blackness on the 
River Forth.

Happy sailing.
Dave Mcfarland  Leisure 22 Sea Lynx.

Ooh.. not sure you could call Fife L23 owner, 
Steve Blaney, gruff but your list missed out 
Steve’s harbour of Elie, so he might be!   ED.

Hi Colin,
Thanks for your help. I have now posted Jongleur on the For Sale site.
It is not true that the second happiest day of your life is when you sell your boat! 

It is very sad to have to sell her, but we found the cost of moving the boat and 
marina charges where we are moving to, prohibitive.

We are now now both retired and after a leg operation, I I need to board her from a
marina pontoon. 

However I do hope to meet up with skippers who may need crew. I will still check 
out the site and offer advice if possible.

Thank you and all the members over the years for help with Jongleur and of course 
your help with the web site.

All the best,    Ross L23 Jongleur
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Sitting down the other day, my mind turned back to some of the events, high and 
low, over the past years. A sure sign that I am getting older, but yet not ready for 
serial dribbling.

As a child I grew up in a mining village in South Yorkshire where apart from the 
reservoir the nearest open /ocean water was 80 miles away in Bridlington where as 
a family we had the annual holiday. 

Even then I was captivated by boats and well remember with fondness the three 
pleasure boats that took day trippers up the coast to Flamborough head and then 
round to North Landing a little further on.  

The largest and my favourite,
was an old tug called
Yorkshireman but I also enjoyed
the Thornick and the Yorkshire
Belle.  Resplendent in my
holiday nautical hat I was
already fancying myself as a
Captain. 

The above perhaps explains why
at school when they said that
there were places on offer in a
nautical school, my hand was
the first to be raised, along with
only one other boy. 

We both passed the entrance exam but he failed the eyesight test on colour-
blindness. The options open locally in 1956 were mining or the steel works, neither 
of which appealed to me, especially with the world on offer via a seaborne career.

Remuneration packages of today are 
of course a far cry from what I was 
offered. Today footballers earn over 
£200,000 a week and some CEO’s of 
large corporations take home £10m 
per annum.

My apprenticeship indentures record 
that I was to be paid £55 for the first
six months, then £150 for the 
following year, culminating in a total 
of £560 for four years service. 

The saving grace was that I was paid
overtime at the rate of two shillings 
per hour (a miserable £0.10p in 
today’s terms) and this was payable 

in a lump sum when the indenture period was completed. 

This was beneficial in that it paid for my tuition over twelve months, at what is now 
called John Moores University Nautical Dept.

It should have lasted half that time, but life was good in Liverpool and it meant that
unlike today’s student, I had no debt at the end.
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Crossing the ocean in a 12,000 tonne tanker full of molasses from the Caribbean or 
loading petroleum products in the Arabian Gulf or Venezuela (Maracaibo Lake), was 
a great adventure for a young lad. 

It was during this period that whilst in port, especially in the Caribbean, when 
loading molasses that usually took three days, we often took out the lifeboat for a 
social trip.

Granted it had an engine but also there was a set of sails which was when my 
interest in sailing was sparked.

However it was to be almost twenty years before I bought a 12` dinghy and 
learned to sail on the Crouch in company with a work colleague. 

I often recall being out in those early days with the voices of his young children 
calling out over the water “ Mister Askham’s gone in again “ 

What better memory can there be in recalling the hire of  a 20ft yacht in Sydney 
harbour and sailing under the bridge, dodging those on strange style racing yachts 
and being approached by a guy in a launch offering  cold beer. 

Or going out with friends from Buenos Aires for a day sail and going into panic 
mode when for reasons unknown a fire extinguisher fell from the bulkhead and 
exploded. 

I recall just how shallow the water is in the Argentine side of the River Plate. No 
wonder the WW2 activity in sinking the Graf Spee took place off Uruguay on the 
other side of the estuary.

Visiting the Channel Islands for the first time in 1970 on a Westerly Centaur was a 
period before GP. Even Decca was not readily available to all sailors. 

Crossing the Channel from Lymington then Cherbourg is in theory just a southerly 
track taking around 12 hours, but with three tidal changes to allow for. 

Dead reckoning as it was called in those days meant trying to second guess just 
where we were with minor adjustment to course being made.

We made landfall with the Cherbourg harbour right on the nose much to the 
surprise of the skipper who had only just bought the boat, but had made the 
crossing in the past as crew.  

When I was asked later in the day how I managed it, I had to confess that in the 
early hours of the morning as the sun was coming up I saw a ferry 45 degrees on 
the bow and altered course toward its track. He felt that navigation really was a 
black art only practised by the professionals.

So clearing my head and coming into the real world I have fond memories of the 
past years. In those early days a footballer only earned £5 per week so I 
don’t feel too bad about the four years of educational slave labour.

During that time I was accommodated and as well fed as the old restrictive Boat of 
Trade victualing regime allowed (one egg per week so you knew it was Sunday). 

Gerry Askham Leisure 27SL Halcyone

Thanks for the trip down memory lane Gerry. The trip boats are still as busy in 
Bridlington harbour. The bay must be one of the best protected on the East coast.- 
Ed
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It was an early start from a grey and cloudy marina in Hartlepool.  We were 
heading down to the Norfolk Broads to spend a week with members of the Leisure 
Owners Association, on a cruise of the southern Norfolk Broads, arranged by Alison 
McTaggart.

We arrived at Bureside holiday park, which was on the side of the River Bure, in the
middle of a sweltering afternoon.

We hadn’t been there for long before Alison (L23SL Tranquility) found us and 
introduced herself. She said we would be sailing with Marek  (Leisure 23SL Sylda) 
and Mike and his son Jordan (Leisure 23 Fritha).

We were in Pennod Newydd (Leisure 17)
the baby of the fleet

The launch of Pennod Newydd went well,
thankfully since Alison and others were
standing around watching – boat launching
and recovery being a great spectator sport
on the Broads.

The new extending tow hitch pole worked
well and allowed the trailer to be pushed
into the deeper water, Pennod Newydd
floated free and was tied alongside. The
food and clothing was transferred from the van and stowed.

I made the best of the showers at the holiday park then we strolled to Thurme for a
pint or two and a bite to eat. The Lion at Thurne was particularly good, they had 
ten different ciders and a good menu too.  I was very happy by the time we left the
pub, and we finished the evening laid back on the cockpit watching fish jumping in 
the moonlight.

4th August – Bureside to Reedham (my birthday too)
We awoke at 06:30 with the alarms on the phones. I had slept right through the 
night but Tegs was awoken many times by ducks cavorting on the deck. 

It was an early start as we had a long journey ahead of us and our three fellow 
sailors had to lower their masts before we could set off. First we needed breakfast 
and the ablutions bucket needed emptying too!

Marek and Mike lowered their masts at Bureside but Alison’s ‘Tranquillity’ was too 
close to the other moored boats, so we planned to meet at a sailing club about a 
mile down stream where there was more space.

There we had our first setback. Marek’s outboard engine wasn’t circulating cooling 
water and would overheat and seize if this wasn’t addressed. Algae blocked  the 
water intake and once cleared, the engine worked as it should.

With our masts down, we could negotiate Acle bridge at 12 ft high then just before 
Great Yarmouth, the Yarmouth/Acle road bridge at 7 ft and the Vauxhall bridge at 
6ft 9 inch, shortly followed by the Breydon bridge at 13ft, at the start of Breydon 
Water.

The River Bure at this point teemed with eels and many sea birds took advantage. 
We watched a bird dive then re-appear with a large eel hanging from its beak.
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At Great Yarmouth, the River Bure joins the River Yare then meets the sea soon 
after.  Here we turned right to head along Breydon Water which is a massive tidal 
widening of the river Yare.

It was the top of the tide as we crossed Breydon water so we appeared to be sailing
over a sea with a channel of marker posts running through the middle.
After clearing Breydon bridge at the start of Breydon Water we didn’t find a pontoon
as hoped and without the opportunity to raise our masts, we crossed this expanse 
of water under motor power rather than by sail.

At the end of Breydon water, the River Waveney joins but we steered to the right 
and continued up the Yare. At this point, moorings became available outside a 
former pub called the Berney Arms.

Access to this pub is by water or, surprisingly, by train. However, the pub closed in 
2015 but whilst on the moorings outside we had a brew, Tegs made us some lunch 
and I raised the mast.

After lunch, I hoisted the sails Tegs cast us off the pontoon. Pulling in the main and 
the jib got some headway and once we had some steerage we put in a nice gybe, 
sheeted in and shot past the others.

Tegs and I were grinning like Cheshire cats as we listened to the sound of the water
under the hull and the wind in the rushes. Free from the beating of the little engine 
represented pure freedom and it was exhilarating.

We sped along for an hour until we saw Reedham and a pontoon just before the 
open swing bridge. Here we let the sails down and tied to the pontoon to wait for 
the others to catch up before heading for Reedham Ferry Inn.

Many ciders were consumed as we sat outside in the sunshine and discussed the 
events of a very good day.

Finally after a shower we re-joined our new friends around a large table in the pub 
and enjoyed a fine meal along with good wine then, before the night ended, a 
superb cheese board arrived,  complete with candles and sparklers as it was my 
birthday.

5th August – Reedham to Oulton Broad
Our milk had gone "off" next morning but Alison gave me a little so I didn’t miss 
out on my morning cuppa. Tegs cooked ham, eggs and tomatoes for breakfast 
instead of lunch so that worked well.

It was a leisurely day (for the owners of Leisure’s) since we weren’t setting off until 
11:00.  The swing bridge was already open, so we made our way through then 
turned right down the Haddiscoe New Cut towards St Olaves and Oulton.

The cut was as straight as an arrow and was quite narrow but carried a lot of 
traffic; it was clear that the traffic took its toll on the river banks but the investment
in bank stabilisation was somewhat lacking and collapsed gabion cages suggested it
had been this way for some time.

We stopped again at the de-masting pontoons near the Haddiscoe fly-over and took
our masts down again. It was lunchtime and since we now had fresh milk, we had 
the cereals we should have had for breakfast.

Having eaten and stepped the masts, we asked Alison about an earlier incident 
when she had stopped dead in the water. She said she had snagged something and 
that Tranquillity was now struggling. Possibly something was wrapped around the 
propeller.
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I walked back to Pennod Newydd, changed into my swimming trunks and slipped 
into the water. The water was surprisingly warm, but there was no time to enjoy it 
so I swam over to Tranquillity to make a start.

We had assumed it was wrapped in weed, but the reality was far worse for it was 
wrapped in wire. It was a heavy gauge wire from a gabion cage which was tightly 
twisted around the propeller and in the murky water, I couldn’t work out how  to 
unravel it. 

In a flash of inspiration I remembered I had a pair of side-cutting pliers on board. 
Tegs went off to get them then I tied them to a loop of string which I tied around 
my elbow, so I wouldn’t lose them.

It was thick wire, it took one breath to cut each strand and I seemed to be 
breathing then ducking back under for ages until the prop was finally free. 

After drying and getting changed, we 
made our way under the Haddiscoe 
flyover and continued on route to the 
pontoon at Somerleyton where we 
raised our masts again.

Unfortunately the Somerleyton swing 
bridge had jammed in the heat. This 
was most annoying as it was in sight of 
the pontoon where we were moored 
and where we had just raised the 
masts. 

We were left with two options, one was 
to lower the masts again, whilst the other was to go to the pub until the evening 
when the air was cooler and hopefully the bridge would open.

I favoured the latter and after a short walk through the woods foraging for apples 
and brambles, we made our way to the Duke of Wellington. Once again, we had 
some fantastic dishes and the quality of the food was exceptional.

Back onboard and the wind had dropped so masts up or down would have made no 
difference, we were motoring again. 

The river traffic was quiet and for ages we motored two and occasionally three 
abreast. Travelling so close that we could still talk and under the most beautiful 
sunset was great fun.

This was further enhanced when we
turned out of the bottom of Oulton Dyke
and the whole expanse of Oulton Broad
was revealed to us in all its glory.

Alison had arranged for us to moor on
the sailing club pontoons where we had
good facilities, and good pubs in easy
walking distance too.

After freshening up and changing into
something more presentable than
shorts and tee-shirts, we joined Alison
on Tranquillity for a glass  of wine and
by the time the evening was out, we
had put a significant dent in a box of
Merlot.
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Once again, we ended our evening sitting in the cockpit chilling out in the moonlight
watching the fish jumping and the ducks carrying on.

After a breakfast of cereals and fruit pilfered from the shrubs around Somerleyton, 
we said good bye to Mike and Jordan who were taking Fritha to Geldeston where we
would meet them again the next day.

Our plan for the day was to chill out and explore so we set off to walk into 
Lowestoft. Although it was only a mile and a half, it seemed much further but that 
was probably because it was so hot, and for obvious reasons, we headed straight 
for the first available café.

It seemed strange that we had found the very café I had sat at when I sailed my 
yacht Ambassador back from Mersey Island exactly two years previously. 

Once refreshed, we started our wanderings and I was surprised to see the Mincarlo 
still sitting in the docks. The Mincarlo was a 1000 ton ‘sidewinding’ trawler built 
around seventy years ago and was similar to a trawler I had sailed on many years 
ago, which, coincidently, was also built in Lowestoft around the same time.

I last saw the Mincarlo on the 6th of June 1998 (exactly twenty years and two 
months ago), so looking around her again was quite nostalgic. Back on board 
Pennod Newydd in time for a lunch of tuna, couscous and salad which Tegs 
managed to prepare in such a tiny cramped space, and it was delicious.

During lunch I spied some SUP (stand-up paddle) boarders in the distance and 
noting that they were wearing the same coloured buoyancy aids, I concluded that 
there was a SUP board hire company near by. 

As we had the whole afternoon to play around with, shortly afterwards Tegs and I 
were sliding our hired boards into the water and we were off.

We dined that evening in The Wherry, just a short walk away. Tegs wanted to go 
there as she likes a carvery.

After dining we resumed our relaxed positions on the cockpit whilst we took in the 
ambiance of the warm summers evening which was truly stunning.

7th August – Oulton Broad to Geldeston Lock
Around mid morning we joined Marek aboard his L23, Sylda, then sailed up and 
down Oulton Broad, it was absolutely fantastic. 

Sylda was six feet longer than Pennod Newydd and moved through the water in a 
very gracious manner. She was a joy to sail and the fact that we had perfect wind 
and blazing sunshine further enhanced the experience.

All too soon it was time to leave the broad and Marek dropped us off on the 
pontoon and turned to sail away. 

The proximity of moored boats and the prevailing wind, meant we left the pontoon 
under motor, but soon clear I hoisted the sails and we had our freedom again. 

The wind was good for us in the expanse of the broad, but at the top of the broad 
we entered the twisting, tree-lined Oulton Dyke, it became fickle and harder work.

Forward progress became pitifully slow, but we continued until we reached the 
River Waveney and turned left to head upstream. Against the current, our pitifully 
slow progress was reduced to a standstill. 

We were technically still sailing but at exactly the same speed as the river flowed 
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and we were put in check.

The purist may be focused on sailing but I was focussed on enjoyment and some of 
that involved the pub at Gelderston Lock – which at this  rate we were not going to 
see.  A quick pull on the engine starter cord and check converted into checkmate.

A mile or so upstream was the Waverley River Centre and we motored in to stock 
up on fresh supplies. The shop was close by so I didn't need to tie up. It was a busy
place and I was glad we weren’t overnighting there.

Halfway between the Waverley Centre and Beccles we spied Tranquillity against a 
pontoon and Alison waving from the bankside.  It was time to stop for lunch but 
also to lower our mast to clear the Beccles new bridge at 12ft and the Beccles old 
bridge at 6ft 6 inch.

Stepping Pennod Newydd’s mast is easy because it is both light and short and 
probably takes us five minutes, stepping the masts of  the Leisure 23s isn’t so easy 
though. They are heavier and longer and require a space of some 15ft at the stern 
for the mast overhang. Not easy when close moored. There was much jostling for 
space and faffing.

Alison moved off the mooring to make space for Marek who was double moored 
against a lengthy holiday boat. 

The plan was to swop places, so we could lower Marek’s mast against the security 
of the pontoon, but Marek’s engine wouldn’t start, and Alison was left trolling up 
and down.

All willing boaty types then descended on Marek’s Sylda and gave the starter cord a
good pulling. Eventually I removed, cleaned the spark plug, fiddled with the fuel 
valves and it sprang into life.

With Marek ready to move, we waited on the pontoon to take his ropes, just in time
to watch Alison have a momentary lapse of concentration and run into the reeds!

Upstream of Reedham the river becomes narrow and twisting and quite shallow too.
The water was noticeably clearer than it had been on some of the rivers and we 
could see the bottom in many areas.

Marek was way behind us, so we slowed down to see if all was okay. When he 
eventually caught up he said the engine had died but he had managed to get it 
going again so we continued on.

Marek passed us saying that the engine 
had failed again, so we stayed behind him 
and it was a good job that we did. At the 
junction of Geldeston and Gedeston Lock 
we heard Marek’s engine die again.

Since we were only around the corner 
from our destination Tegs jumped aboard 
Sylda with a rope and we set up a tow to 
our destination pontoon.

We worked out that Sylda's engine 
problems were probably down to fuel and 
with the problem solved we retired to the 

pub for a few pints and a bite to eat. 

Not long after we had finished eating, it started to rain and everyone retreated back
to their boats  We put up a boom tent to prevent the rain from accessing the cabin, 
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allowing us to sleep with the door open and a midge net again.

The pub at Gelderston Lock is unique. It has only has a limited amount of electricity
and had no electric lights in the bar, only candles and only four of them!

8th August – Geldeston Lock to Beccles
After breakfast, we lowered our masts to clear the Beccles bridges then Tegs and I 
had a wander into the village of Gelderston for a stretch of our legs.

It was maybe half a mile, but it was a hot day and when we got there we really 
needed a tea room.  As it happened, the Women’s Institute were having a coffee 
morning to raise money for the leaking church roof and we were greeted with 
open arms.

They gave us a plate of biscuits to go with our tea and oddly the buying of the tea 
automatically entered us into a raffle and we won a bag of apples.

On the walk back, we added to the apple bag with hedgerow foraging’s of brambles,
pears, wood sorrel and surprisingly figs, a novelty for us in the north since it’s too 
cold for figs to grow outdoors.

Downstream of Beccles, we turned against the current, held steady and slowly 
tracked into a space which was only two feet longer than the mast – which was 
overhanging the boat but a foot at either side.

At our stern the head of the mast aligned with the polished bows of a beautifully 
restored launch and at our bow, the foot of the mast was ominously close to a 
rubber tender hanging on the davits of a flashy gin-palace of a boat.

It reminded me of a medieval jousters lance, poised to issue the critical blow.
The owner thought similarly and quickly lowered the tender into the water.

Having read a little of the history of Beccles we set off to explore and soon found a 
suitable pub with a sunny position in which to sit and relax. Soon after we spotted 
Marek then Alison and then Jordan, walking past. It was like we all lived in Beccles 
and bumped into each other fairly regularly.

Our plan to shower then dine out changed slightly when we found the showers 
closed at five. What is it with these Norfolk types? Back on board I elected for a 
river wash, despite the sign saying no swimming. I slid off the side and into the 
cool water, it was beautiful and not in the slightest bit cold or shocking.

I hooked my feet over the rudder then lay back in the water and relaxed, it was 
bliss. I could have stayed there for ages, but food and drink were calling so I 
reluctantly climbed back onboard.

Walking back into the town I felt refreshed and invigorated. We had a fantastic 
meal in a pub called ‘The Wine Lodge’ and returned to the boat to savour  the 
warmth and the gloaming on water again.

But the local midge population had decided to hold a festival on our deck.  Tegs 
couldn’t cope with it and retreated into the cabin. I tolerated it for a while longer as
they were not bothering me too much. 

They were drawn more towards the decoy I had created, a small LED light tied to 
the aft and well away from where I was sitting. Before turning in, I drained the 
kettle as per normal, but the lid was not clipped down and with a 'plop’ the lid 
disappeared into the darkness. …….

Jerry Gibbs, L17  Pennod Newydd        To Be Continued 
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Hi there. May I relay my experience in of getting into sailing with an L23, Mistral.  

As a mainly motorboat man who gained experience on my fathers boat as a child, 
and on occasional air cadet sailing weeks, I fancied buying a sail boat. 

This was also spurred on by recent holidays to Antigua, Mauritius and more, where 
I tried my hand at some self revised all inclusive dinghy sailing and one Hobie Cat 
blast. 

On returning from Mauritius, I initially wanted a dinghy, but with a son that had 
been suffering from occasional epilepsy, was a dinghy really the ideal tool for 
getting my family on the water? Probably not!

First a trip on the Norfolk Broads helped revise my motor handling skills and to 
introduce my two sons (10 and 13) to handling ropes and coping with physical and 
responsible tasks.

Next job was to find a sailing club and I stumbled on “BlackWater Sailing Club” 
Heybridge. This is wonderfully laid back club which has both a dinghy and cruiser 
following.

Even during my first, casual arrival by car I met
some lovely folk that really helped each other
and encouraged me to get on the water.
Minimum fuss and many hands meant getting
sailing here was likely to be a “fun” experience.

My limited sailing experience was balanced by
the fact I’m an airline pilot and can navigate
and understand the effects of wind and drift
etc. 

At this point I looked at the club notice board
and was considering a dinghy until a Leisure 17
was seen for sale at the club and was cheap
(£800) but had no kit included apart from the
sails. 

I looked at it and loved its simplicity. The
outboard engine bracket promised the security
that I could drive this little boat with an outboard attached. If I got stuck while I 
was learning, I could pull the start cord and sort it all out.

Anyway after a viewing and a weekend to think it over I called back, but sadly it 
was sold. So what else could I find at the club that needed a new driver? 

Sitting in front of the original 17 was a Leisure 
23 for sale, which looked overwhelmingly large 
beside the little 17. A call to the owner told me 
the keys were close by and I was free to climb 
aboard and take a look before asking 
any questions.

I clambered up into the cockpit, opened the 
hatch and immediately loved its retro appeal, I 
just wanted to ready it for launch. “SOLD” with 
outboard, sails, launching trolley, rope and 
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everything you needed for a great price (under £2k). 

There was also an offer from a club member to help get me set up and ready for 
launch with his knowledge and skills (Thanks to “Bo Copsey” a BSC legend). 

Almost a year of doing little jobs and getting to grips with the “retro” boat that I 
had come to love, I was ready to make a cautious start and launch the boat for a 
few months (late summer).  

Time to test that she was seaworthy and not going to Titanic her way to the 
Blackwater river bed! 

“Mistral” was launched and for my first sailing trip I
was accompanied by a work colleague in a 25kt
wind, but the sailing date was a date and 
undaunted, we set off.

My limited experience of sailing wasn’t a big
problem because we soon got her cutting the waves
and heeling nicely to one side. We were afloat and
having a lovely day out. 

A few more trips out with my sons and wife
followed, before I had to lift Mistral out of the water.
I had to depart for a full month’s trip flying round
the world. 

This winter I have had more jobs to do, keel rust
(Vactan at the ready), window sealing and inner
wood trim replacement, outboard morse adjustments and more. 

Today I replaced the rubber hatch seals and ticked that job off the list. I can’t wait 
to get onto the water again in April this time for a full season.

No doubt I will embarrass myself this year while I slowly increase my skills on 
water. 

“Mistral” is retro inside but is a solid, sturdy boat even at 40 years young. This year
she will be a great father and son “adventure-ship” (apprenticeship) where iPads 
are banished and physical skills and family fun can be experienced and enjoyed.

Jonathan Everett, L23 Mistral.

Sound like a good plan Jonathan. The boys might just be young enough to be 
persuaded to lay down their Ipads.  Ed.
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We didn’t plan to buy a boat, at first. When we got married in 2013, already owning
most of the items people tend to give on these occasions, we asked instead for 
contributions to our “sailing fund”.

Whilst I had done a day skipper course
some years before, most of our sailing
had been day boats on lakes and rivers.

We wanted to stretch ourselves and
learn more as we went, so the idea was
to charter occasionally and build our
experience. But the more we thought
about it, the less appealing chartering
seemed – especially if we wanted to
sail in the UK.

Our fund, though generously topped up
by friends and family, would soon be
depleted. Despite our previous
experience, we were wary about taking responsibility for someone else’s boat. 

Most charter boats seemed to be 30-plus foot (to us) behemoths.. It was very hard 
to find the smaller boats we felt more comfortable with, to charter.

At the same time, we were reading plenty about the “buyers market” for second-
hand boats. To be able to sail flexibly and make mistakes in our own small boat, 
relatively cheaply, was much more attractive. 

So the plan was revised, and we started looking. We had in mind a boat of around 
20-22 feet. Living in South-East London, we started looking in the Medway and 
on the East Coast. 

With those criteria, it won’t surprise readers of Saltings that we swiftly came across
the Leisure fleet. My wife sensibly persuaded me not to buy the first boat we looked
at!

We ran the rule over several Leisures (plus a Hurley and a couple of others) before 
finding Leisure 20 “Teal” on sale at Titchmarsh Marina in Walton.

It’s hard to know why she seemed to fit us perfectly. Of course, she was well looked
after, comfortably in our price range and the right size. But more than that, she felt 
right. A quick survey, and she was ours.

Although obviously not a racer, she is enjoyable to sail and comfortable for four or 
five days living. We’ve enjoyed getting to grips with sailing a relatively small yacht 
in tidal waters – the adjustments to make, when to reef, how to make best 
progress. 

We’ve learned the hard way not to try to beat against the tide! (even motor sailing 
we don’t get very far.) A new set of sails has improved performance though and 
with only 2’6” under the water, we can always sneak a shortcut!

We have yet to be tested by genuinely bad weather, but when it has been blowing a
bit – even with wind over tide, we have always felt safe and in control. The stability 
of Leisures seems to be one of their great virtues. Over the last few years we have 
had no cause to regret our choice.
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In searching for the right boat, we had travelled quite widely up and down the east 
coast - but the decision to keep Teal where she had been before, at Titchmarsh, 
was in the end quite easy. 

We wanted to be somewhere where we could explore, challenge ourselves a bit, 
learn and enjoy – all without feeling too exposed. The Walton Backwaters and the 
rivers close by, have proved perfect for that.

 As we made our first tentative trips into the Backwaters, the delight of having our 
own boat was matched by our pleasure in the surroundings, and the way Teal took 
to them. 

Of course, they were already her home waters, but they were fresh to us. We were 
rather proud the first time we reached the wilds of the Pye End safe water mark! 
(Now it’s an indication that we’re nearly home.)

Since then we have happily explored deep into the Backwaters and much of the 
rivers around. The Stour and the Orwell are wonderful, a remarkable mix of 
industrial and rural.

It’s always fascinating to see the biggest container ships in the world at Felixstowe, 
and then suddenly be surrounded by beautiful countryside. 

My wife is Dutch and we sometimes take the ferry to Hoek van Holland, when it’s 
nice to get the other point of view. The Deben and the Blackwater are 
close at hand if we want to venture a bit further.

We keep “Teal” on a drying mooring at Titchmarsh, so we need to time our return –
we mostly get it right. If we don’t then there is generally a space on a pontoon 
somewhere for us to wait it out. The marina, its staff and facilities are excellent.

We’re well aware that “Teal” is capable of considerably more than we ask of her. We
met the original owner a couple of years ago, who told us of his trips to the 
Netherlands – accompanied by his young daughter!

We may not take her that far, but have in mind the Ore and the Alde for later this 
year.

We’re also beginning to think of broadening our horizons again, and are considering
a charter in Scotland. But we aren’t thinking of selling Teal – she’s too much fun to 
sail and own. And she’s our wedding present.

Matthew Kenyon, Leisure 20, Teal.

Thanks for sharing this Matthew.
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It’s been a challenging season with a few major downs but being an optimist, I 
hope this proves a balanced and encouraging piece to all sailors to ‘get out there 
and sail’.

Despite optimism, I worry a lot. This isn’t necessarily a bad feature for a (mostly) 
single handed sailor, even one in a relatively modest Leisure 17. My first worry of 
the season is launch and unsurprisingly the last worry is retrieval. 

This year, no disasters – I take Mandarin on the
launch trolley to the bottom of the slip way at
low tide. Wait for the tide to do its job and
motor off not forgetting to retrieve the empty
trolley.

I did this one year – thankfully I had tied a large
red buoy to it so that it did not present a danger
to launching or returning dinghies, but my tow
rope was well submerged meaning very wet
trousers and some damaged pride to attach
more rope to enable me to tow the trolley out. 

I launched in early May and participated in a couple of the club races early that 
month before the usual work and family circumstances took about six weeks out of 
the sailing season.

I spend a lot of time route planning with a variety of eBay purchased navigational 
devices. 

Mandarin is based in N Ireland, at East Down Yacht Club, on the shores of 
Strangford Lough (at 58 sq miles, reputedly the largest inlet in the British Isles). 

One plan was to sail to a drying harbour in Killough (near Ardglass) and possibly 
beyond.  This meant navigating the Narrows out of Strangford Lough and into the 
Irish Sea. 

This is a potentially dangerous stretch with strong currents, eddies and submerged 
rocks and having never sailed it before, I was keen to sail it with someone before 
attempting it on my own.

As part of planning for this longer trip later in the season I decided to take a local 
overnight trip of a few nautical miles. The destination would depend on the tides 
and wind direction on my journey date. I planned to sail on Friday 7 July, returning 
the next day.  I duly lay in provisions!

Friday: Tinned chicken, potatoes & sweetcorn 
(stew) and coffee, instant hot chocolate.
Saturday  Instant porridge, fruit and coffee  
ham roll, tinned chicken, potatoes and 
sweetcorn.

Other Items  Toiletries etc,  phone charging 
lead, clothes to allow for a change etc, sleeping 
bag and pillow. I used the micro camping ones 
from Decathlon to save space.

I use two large Ikea storage boxes; one to keep 
food and cooking utensils and one for clothes, sleeping bag and personal  items. 
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Tools and items normally kept on the boat are stored in Tesco ‘shoe box’ plastic 
boxes which fit neatly under the bunks in the cabin.

With everything loaded and packed away, I drop the mooring and head south 
leaving around 19.00. I decide my anchorage is to be south of Gores Island, which 
is accessible easily enough at high tide with a shallow draft boat such as the Leisure
17. Gores Island lies on the south of Strangford Lough a little way up the River 
Quoile which feeds into the Lough.

Unfortunately at 20.00, as I begin my approach along the creek, I run into a mud 
bank and have to wait until the tide rises before continuing. 

I drop anchor and use the time as a useful stopping point to have dinner which I 
thoroughly enjoy.  Hot tasty food when sailing or camping always seems to taste 
better eaten away from home! 

It’s probably obvious, but it’s a good idea to
navigate these narrow creeks on a rising tide.
Within an hour I am free and off again this time
paying careful attention to the route I have
marked out using my i-Boating app. 

I motor as far as I can before running out of
creek at approximately 22.00.  With three hours
still to go until high tide I know that I will have
enough water to get out again!   The way point
of my anchorage is 54.36706 -5.6639004

There are few occasions in modern living when we can experience 
complete stillness but this is one of them.

I’m good with my own company, but I 
enjoy the presence of a radio as I settle to
sleep. Settling to sleep is a bit optimistic 
as I do not sleep at all well – nothing to do
with noise or rocking, I am just wide 
awake and only sleep fitfully. 

The advantage is an early rise with the sun
shining brightly on the now low tide 
environment. The boat has settled at a 
slight angle but I don't notice this until I 
actually come up on deck. The wildlife and
scenery are wonderful.

I read and watch the wildlife as I wait for 
the tide to make its way in. I am correct in

my timings as I am afloat  at approximately 10.00 and able to leave around 10.30. 
The journey back is under blue sky and sunshine but unfortunately little or no wind 
so a gentle cruise with the engine brings me safely home.

Lessons learned: It was a good idea to have a practice cruise. Obviously many 
readers will be seasoned sailors but for those like me who have taken to sailing 
relatively late in life, a practice cruise is a must.

I had debated whether to bring my small tender or an inflatable. I brought the 
tender and felt that this was the correct choice since I used it to help untangle my 
anchor warp which became entangled around a bilge keel when the tide came in.
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I didn’t bring the small tender Mercury 3.3 to save weight but I would take it next 
time as it’s useful to have in an
emergency.

It was an interesting trial trip with lessons
learned. I kept notes on preparation,
during the journey and after.
Unfortunately circumstances prevented
me from going further but having written
everything down it will help me next
season.

As for the "downs" of the season, they
came in quick succession.  I often use my
engine to motor away from my swinging
mooring and hoist sails when in clear water. A week after my trial cruise, after I left
the mooring, my engine started to rev wildly with no driving power. 

I dropped anchor and was rescued by one of the club members who towed 
Mandarin to the jetty. It turned out that my propeller was missing along with most 
of the propeller shaft. It had sheared at the location of the sacrificial pin. After 
many years of use, it had had enough.

The engine ran well but I’m undecided whether it’s worth having it repaired. A 
second hand replacement (4 stroke) would cost little more that having the shaft, 
propeller and nuts etc, all replaced. 

I doubt whether new shafts are available which would mean turning a new one. To 
keep sailing, I replace the now propellor-less Mercury 5 hp with a Yamaha 2.2 
which works fine for what I want – leaving and returning to the mooring. 

The second "down" came when I had finished a sail and was getting back into the 
tender, something I have done so many times. 

I have a well rehearsed routine. Step onto the middle of the seat, bring the other 
foot over the side of the L17 onto the bottom of the tender and sit down whilst 
holding on to the rail with both hands.

On this occasion there was a lot of rain water in the bottom of the tender. I put a 
foot onto the middle of the seat, but as I brought my other foot across I caught the 
rope I use to keep the tiller in one place. 

This caused an imbalance with the rain water tipping the tender over and causing 
me to fall over the side of the tender completing an undignified entry into the 
water. 

Fortunately the hydrostatic valve on the life jacket activated immediately so I was 
safe. I was also wearing thin layers so although the water was cold, I was fine. 

Despite being so close to the club it took a good ten minutes for someone to see 
me. I was too far away to be heard which was in itself a salutary lesson. 

The biggest learning point of this escapade was my inability to get back on board 
the boat again. Indeed, being hauled onto the rescue boat (a rib) was difficult even 
with me pulling hard on a rope over the side of the boat and my rescuer pulling 
with all his might on my life jacket. 

I immediately purchased a boarding ladder, but even so I want to experiment and 
see how I can use it to climb onto the boat from the water. 

The good news was the resuscitation of the tender engine. The petrol tank was full 
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of water. I cleaned everything as best I could and rinsed out the tank with fresh 
petrol. 

I injected a small amount of Redex directly into the cylinder and thoroughly cleaned
the spark plug and connections. After a bit of persuasion the engine started and ran
smoothly for about half an hour before I stopped it. 

The saving grace was the fact that it wasn’t running too well before it was 
submerged, but it’s been running well ever since. 

Is sailing safe? I read a few articles recently on this debate. With my experience 
this summer I’m still of the opinion  that the phrase made famous by Louis Pasteur 
‘fortune favours the prepared mind’ is useful in considering the risks associated 
with my mishaps. 

Had I gone overboard on one my short trips I would eventually have been washed 
ashore but only if I had been wearing my life jacket – that remains for me one of 
the most important lessons learned.

If I venture further next year I will almost certainly purchase a Personal Locator 
Beacon (PLB); a VHF radio is little use if it’s on the boat and the solo crew is in the 
water and can’t get back in the boat.  Finally as I said earlier, I now have a 
boarding ladder!

Well those are the highs and lows of another season. Many lessons learnt from 
both!

Recovering Mandarin at the end of the season went well thanks to my son and his 
girlfriend.
You can watch a low quality YouTube video of this at 
https://youtu.be/hg0QEABIP5Y https://youtu.be/hg0QEABIP5Y

Fair winds to you all.
Alan Jennings  Leisure 17, Mandarin 

An interesting account Alan. Strangford Lough looks a fascinating cruising ground.
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My lovely Leisure 17, Dragonfly, slipped her moorings at Falmouth Haven during a 
gale towards the end of 2018. Being twin keeled, she was on a swinging mooring 
close to the Prince of Wales pier.

A phone call from the duty harbour master informed me that Dragonfly had parted 
from her mooring, become entangled with the pier and that the coastguard had 
retrieved her. 

Unfortunately, the weather didn't abate for a couple of days, and she continued to 
be beaten up against the pier walls as it was unsafe to board her.

It transpired that the shackle (although wired) had come adrift from the mooring 
chain. The south easterly gale had set up very choppy conditions, and the incessant
pounding must have worked away at the wire and somehow loosened the shackle. 
The mooring strop was intact.

The boat was declared a write off and the hull, mast and boom were taken to Truro 
Recycling, who specialize in boat recycling. The cost was just around £700 to have 
Dragonfly hauled out and recycled  - ouch!

We did manage to salvage most of the gear onboard when the weather abated.

To which end, I have available a set of sails, the pulpit, a beaten up but working 
handle for reefing, and a goose neck. 
 
If anybody could use these, just cover the cost of shipping or come and pick them 
up. However, I do live in south west Cornwall. 

Please contact me by email, andrewswire@hotmail.com.

Many thanks,
Andy Swire

Sorry to read about the loss of Dragonfly Andy, but it’s a timely warning for holders
of similar moorings to check the shackles on both ends of the chain “risers”.
However this is only possible on a drying mooring. 

To do such a check is a specialist job on a deep water, swinging mooring. Is that 
not the responsibility of the mooring provider?. - Ed.
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The best solution I have seen for the age old problem of recovery on a steep slip, 
was at Rutland Sailing Club, where they had several boats to put on trailers.
I think they were either Formula Ones or First Class 8s.

Previously, while the boat was on it's trailer, they had two ropes made up to the 
correct length from a strong point on the boat (I think the genoa winches) to a low 
point towards the front of the trailer.

For recovery, the trailer was lowered into the water sufficiently deep enough for the
boat to float just a bit further forward than it's bow support.

The rope loops which had already
been attached to the trailer were 
handed up or picked up, then 
dropped over the winches, and the
boat was slowly and carefully pulled
out. 

The boat simply eased back on the
ropes and ended up lined up
perfectly in it's bow snubber. 

Removing the by then, tight ropes, required fitting something like a pelican hook or 
shackle on the trailer end, so that it was possible to undo them. 

I don't know if the diagram explains better, but of course this isn't to scale. The 
system has to be set up originally with the boat on the trailer, but this is the 
principle. 

The Cruiser Fleet at Rutland regularly used to do it this way.

Anne Dales  Leisure 23SL Windsong

Very interesting solution Anne.  Presumably the ropes keep the yacht central to the
trailer and the keels are successfully located in their channels?  -Ed.
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Feeling Groggy?
Have you ever given much thought to the origin of the expression “feeling groggy”  
– or has alcohol already taken a toll on the brain cells?

Apparently the expression derived from the word “Grogram” which described  a 
coarse weave of wool and silk which was favoured by Admiral Vernon (1694-1757) 
who had a boat cloak, and some say trousers, made from it., resulting in the 
Admiral’s nickname “Old Grog”. 

Admiral Vernon
Admiral Vernon’s ambition was to install a greater degree of sobriety amongst his 
sailors, who were regularly supplied with half a pint of Jamaica rum per day.  

On his insistence the daily rum ration was diluted in the proportion of one part rum 
to four parts water. This was to be issued in two servings, one before noon and the 
second at the end of the working day. 

Thereafter watered down rum became known as Grog. It was reportedly 50% proof
- enough to make anyone feel groggy.

Portobello
Admiral Vernon became the toast of all England in 1739 (at the start of the War Of 
Jenkin’s Ear, with Spain), when with just six ships, he took the valuable Spanish 
colonial possession of Portobello, on the coast of Panama,

In honour of his victory, coins and medals were struck and whole areas were named
“Portobello”, in Edinburgh, Dublin and London (Portobello Road).  

Rule Britannia
At a dinner in London in Vernon’s honour, Rule Britannia was sung for the first time 
(music by Thomas Arne, words by James Thomson).  The rousing chorus made it a 
firm favourite with the Royal Navy and Last Night of the Prommers.

Mount Vernon
Leisure sailors on the Firth of Forth, when cruising past Portobello seafront might 
want to raise a glass of grog to Admiral Vernon. When their time is finally up, they 
might choose to be buried in Edinburgh’s Mount Vernon Cemetery, another place 
name legacy of the admiral.

George Washington
Over in the American colonies, in the war against Spain, George Washington’s 
brother, Lawrence, served under Admiral Vernon and named his Virginia Estate 
which borders the Potomac River, “Mount Vernon” in honour of his former 
commander. 

The name was retained by George Washington, who later defeated the British and 
become the first President of the United States (1789). He is buried at the Mount 
Vernon Estate. 
Cheers to “old grog”, Admiral Vernon!  Rum and Coke anyone?

Gerry Askham  L27SL  Halcyone
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This second leg of my trip to the Shetlands took me 100 miles due north from the 
island od Rott to Bergen via the many Norwegian islands.  Leaving Rott, I had a 
nice trip with a bit of a detour between some islands, along the entrance to 
Boknafjord and through the Karmsundet to Haugesund. Below is the route: 

The first part, to Boknafjord, went very well but the wind disappeared completely 
when I entered Karmsundet around 20:00 hours. I prepared a simple dinner, 
started the engine, and sailed into Karmsundet.

Fortunately the tide was with me. I didn’t have something like a tidal stream atlas 
of the Norwegian waters, but I did have some tidal data from the coastguard. 
Generally, the current in the fjords and between the islands is not very strong. 

Karmsundet is a long narrow fjord with 
steep sides. not very high. Along the shore
were many holidays homes. 

The original plan was to stay in Kopervik, 
but I decided to continue on to 
Haugesund. 
When I reached a small town called 
Aveldsness, I saw an anchor spot on the 
plotter behind an island, which was worth 
a look. 

It was very shallow, lots of stones and water plants. In the distance was a jetty.

It was already midnight, but at this time of year it does not get really dark here. It 
turned out to be a brand new jetty with the sawdust was still there.
This is the island Bukkoya, and there is a reconstructed viking village with a fence 
around it. That was closed of course. But I could still walk through the forest for a 
while. Once every year there´s a well known Viking festival here.
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Eventually I anchored on the other side of the island. Here no seaweed and big 
stones, and according to the plotter a sandy bottom. 

Once anchored it got a bit cold, so I 
turned the Chinese diesel heater on to 
warm up the cabin. A final beer, and it 
was time to sleep. The picture here was 
taken around 2230, just past Kopervik. 
It does not get really dark at night!

On leaving Viking Island there where 
two large LNG tankers at anchor, huge 
ships carrying liquid gas.

Slowly Haugesund came closer and the first big bridge, the Karmsund bridge

Haugesund is a port with a lot of 
offshore industry. Oil and gas, but also 
windfarms. Fortunately Lotje is only 9.5
metres tall, so i could sail through it, 
past old warehouses, through a narrow 
channel. 

When I arrived at the fuel station, it 
looked very closed. No problem, there 
was a pay terminal. At almost all pumps

along the water in Norway you pay with plastic. Not all pumps accept the Dutch 
debit card, but credit cards are OK

After refueling and shopping, I
continued via the Boemlafjord to the
Stokksundet. 

On the Boemlafjord the wind dropped a
bit, but with the genoa still managed 4
knots. Once on the Stokksundett the
wind pulled up to a strong F5-6 on the
nose, and again wind against tide. 

At 19.00 with only mainsail and the
engine I sailed a more sheltered route between the islands and later under genoa 
and main, between the islands to the Selbjoernfjord.

Passing between the islands, you still 
have to keep a good watch. Not every 
rock at collision depth is marked with a 
steel pole! 

The crossing of the Selbjoernfjord went 
smoothly. A bit of fog rolled in from the 
mountains, but not so much that it 
became dangerous. 

Around 1 a.m. I tied Lotje to a large 
rock, with the stern anchor on the back, had a beer and was soon asleep. 

Here I also heard the wild sheep for the first time! You can see them everywhere. 
Small tough animals. They are not really wild, the farmers just let them roam freely
and once a year a number are caught for meat, because their woollen jacket is lost 
in the spring. I was also warned about them; they are not very friendly. 
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Next morning I took a picture of this
nice spot. 

Mooring to a rock
How do you moor on a rock?  Sail very
slowly towards the rock, at 20-30
metres drop the stern anchor. 

Test that it’s holding, then motor slowly
to the rock, keeping the stern anchor
line in your hand, letting it go. 

When almost at the rock, secure the stern anchor line and leave the engine in 
forward. Jump on the rock, (but be careful, they can be very slippery) with a long 
line (keep both ends on the boat!)

Sometimes there is a steel pin in the rock. Be careful with the tide, so you don´t 
bump on the rocks at low tide. On board Lotje I have two long lines of 50 meters, 
and a stern anchor, 7kg CQR anchor with 10 meter chain and 50 meter line. 

General Anchoring technique
My main anchor is a 10kg Bruce with 15 mtr chain and 50 mtr 16mm line. I also 
use a tripline., a long, 20 mtr Dyneema line that I can attach to the anchor, when in
doubt about the nature of the bottom.

I also use a small bright yellow mooring buoy. The Dyneema line is weighted with a 
large shackle and runs through a stainless steel eye under the buoy. This keeps the
buoy reasonably above the anchor, regardless of the depth. If I can’t get the anchor
up, or it´s stuck under a rock, I can put the trip line on the winch and pull the 
anchor out backwards.

Next morning I sailed to Hjellestad. This was a rough trip. When crossing the 
Korsfjord I had a strong F6-7 on the nose!  With longer waves, two reefs in the 
mainsail and the smallest jib, Lotje sailed pretty smooth to Hjellestad despite the 
wind. 

I moored in the harbour of the Bergens 
Seilforening. There I had to cough up 
400 Norwegian krone for 1 night! 
Ridiculously expensive. 41 euros for a 
22ft boat with 1 person! 

Fortunately, the rest of Norway's 
harbour fees are very affordable. I had 
chosen this port because it was very 
close to the airport, where my girlfriend 
would arrive the next day. She came 

from the airport by taxi, and also brought my Cobb barbeque which I forgot to put 
on board before leaving Naarden. 

We stored the big pile of baggage and the BBQ and shopped at a small supermarket
nearby. 

Groceries stowed, we sailed to a very small fjord and luckily we were alone. We 
dropped the anchor. On the way there, we sailed between some very beautiful 
islands. There was little wind, but the weather was nice and warm, and we where in
no hurry. Most islands are private property, and were full of signs forbidden to moor
or anchor. 
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When we left the next day early in the 
afternoon, I needed to use the trip line 
to get the anchor back up! 

On the way to our next mooring spot we
also encountered a few stone turrets, a 
kind of navigation aid. 

These are often very old, from the time 
of the Vikings and are one of the oldest 

navigation aids known. 

After a few hours of sailing and
motoring we found a very nice mooring
spot. A sort of cove, and here we
moored the boat to a tree.

Next day we went to the other side of
the inlet. In spite of the bbq ban, we
used the Cobb bbq. This bbq is very
safe to use, because it does not get hot
on the outside! I always put it on the

hatch of the aft storage space (yes, 
there is also the fuel tank!) 

After a few lazy days it was time to 
continue sailing, and get some 
provisions. A glance at the map (for this 
we used an old tourist card, Google 
earth and the plotter) and with the 
advice of the Norwegians I met at Rott, 
decided to sail to the Austevoll 
archipelago. 

On a previous journey to Hjellestad I had moored here, a bit more to the south, at 
a rock near Husavik. It was about 2 hours sailing. The closest place here with a 
supermarket was Storebø, here we stayed a night at anchor. 

We planned to sail towards a small village with a harbour, and a guest pier! 
Bakkasund harbour has shore power, for charging the batteries, laptop, phones, 
camera´s etc.

However on the way, plans changed, I saw a small inlet on the plotter, it looked like
I could get Lotje in with high water. That turned out to be a very lovely spot, and 
only accessible for boats with a maximum depth of one meter at high water. 
Mooring was another challenge.

I literally moored the boat between a boulder and a tree. It meant jumping from 
the boat onto rocks on shore, but first I
made sure the rocks were dry 

Next day we headed for Bakkasund. The
first day with rain, but still nice and
warm. A lot of wind the following day,
but we were nicely sheltered. At the end
of the jetty were a supermarket and
post office, and a shower! We could also
do the laundry here.

(The jetty is behind the white buildings in the middle) 
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We arrived on a Saturday, and then the
Norwegians arrived with their boats
(usually a large, very fast motorboat),
eating self-caught crabs. They were
cooked in large pots behind the
supermarket, on a gas stove there.

There was a walking route with wooden
poles over the island. It was difficult to
find and here and there it was a steep
climb, but produced nice views

After two days we sailed further, to Kolbeinshamn. A very small harbour in a small 
horseshoe-shaped fjord.It was a rough trip, again NW 6, under a small jib. 

We had to be on time to catch the narrow tidal gate at  Bekjarvik which we shot 
through with 8 knots on the log. 

We decided to make an extra stop at 
Husavik, where I had moored the boat 
on my first trip to Hjellestad. A lovely 
place, completely sheltered.

 A great opportunity to take a closer 
look at the old fishing shed! These 
sheds were mainly used by fishermen. 
In winter they were able to pull the boat
in, and store the fishing gear. The route 
involved a lot of climbing!

Next day it was time to move on,
towards Kolbeinshamn, under engine,
because there was very little wind.

We stayed here for a few days, to do
some shopping, and charge the
batteries again. We also met a New
Zealander here, who had lived here
since the 70s. 

The day we decided to do some
shopping, it rained all day, long and
solidly. On the way we got a lift from a Norwegian fisherman.

Heading back, we faced a walk of about half an hour in pouring rain. However, after
10 minutes we met the New Zealander again who gave us a tour of the island, in 
his old Citroën CX (rare car in Norway).

In the car we dried up a little. Back on the boat I turned on the chinese diesel 
heater and we dried the wet clothes.  Outside it was blowing F7+. Here we were 
completely sheltered. 

Next day we left, direction Bergen. Halfway, we spent one more night moored to a 
big rock. The closer we got to Bergen, the more it rained again. Bergen has a 
reputation of the city with the most rain in Norway.  

We wanted to moor the boat at a marina, Strusshamn, near Bergen, but crazily we 
could not find this harbour!. The idea was to travel to Bergen by bus from there.

Public transport in Norway is pretty good and the train is also affordable. Because it
was already late, we moored at a jetty with a fuel station. It turned out to be rather
a ghostly spot, kind of backstreet neighbourhood of Bergen.
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After a night's sleep, in the rain and fog 
we set off to Bergen. On this  picture 
just around the corner, we first wanted 
to moor in a marina, but we could not 
get there, due to a defective bridge. 

So we headed for Vågen, in the city 
center.  It turned out to be a nice spot! 
Very busy, hordes of tourists from large 
cruise ships. 

It had stopped raining and it got a little warmer again. We paid the port dues 
(about 12 euro, with electricity and water) at a payment terminal.

It was time for a beer and a dried
reindeer sausage. Along the quay in
Bergen we were moored on long lines.
The tidal range is about one meter,
depending on the wind sometimes more
or less. 

Everyone tapes duck tape to the top of
the tires, to try to keep black marks
from your deck. But duck tape can
become very slippery.

We stayed for a few days, walked around Bergen, shopped, and went out for dinner.
Food prices were not too bad, but a beer or glass of wine in a restaurant is very 
expensive!

Bergen is a nice city, definitely worth a visit. After two days we had to lie on the 
other side of the harbour, due to an Event of Sail with three large Tall ships arriving.

Norway has three of these ships, and once a year they meet in Bergen. One of 
these vessels, the Statsraad Lehmkuhl a large three-master, has Bergen as its 
home port. 

The two weeks my girlfriend would be on board ended, and so it was time to bring 
her to the airport. 

After she checked in, I went back to
the boat, did some shopping for
supplies, and immediately left for the
marina  at Strusshamn. I know where
it is now!  Earlier I had mistaken the
inlet. Now I trusted the plotter!

Strusshamn was an oasis of silence
after Bergen and, nice weather again!

Time to prepare for the 200 mile 
crossing, to the Shetlands, with a beer and a piece of dried sausage. 
Moose this time!

Martijn Moltzer L22 Lotje

To Be Continued….
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When I bought my Leisure 17, SkylArk (this is the correct spelled - Ed), she had 
been trailer sailed for a few years and on a lake before that. After 3 or 4  summers 
on a swinging mooring in the estuary the rudder began to look a bit rough. 

The rudder blade was of an alloy metal cast on to the stainless steel stock and the 
blade was beginning to break away from the stock. Opinion at the club was divided:

“Last for years, the blade would have been cast on stainless tangs”  
“The stock is smooth, next time you take her out the whole blade will drop off”

This appears an unusual and non standard arrangement. The standard Leisure 
rudder has three stainless steel tangs welded to the stock. This is enclosed in a 
GRP shell, usually filled with expanded foam to form the rudder blade. - Ed

I decided to take the pessimistic view. Remove tiller off, drop the rudder (front of 
trailer down, hole dug under rudder) and take the whole lot home. (When you take 
the whole lot home don’t forget the woodruff key).

I ran the grinder down both sides of the blade by the stock (taking care not to 
damage the stock too much). A few taps with a cold chisel and the whole blade fell 
off. Pessimistic view justified. 

Now to reconstruct. I used three bits of stainless bar  about 4” x 3” x 3/8” welded 
to the stock as tangs for the new blade. It is vital that these tangs are welded 
exactly on the  opposite side of the stock from the tiller. 

I used two pieces of, I think 2”x2” angle iron (anything stiff will do) clamped to the 
tiller and the stock with the new tangs, clamped between them, using bits of ply as 
spacers. 

The stainless steel seemed to weld quite easily. How lovely and shiny the weld 
looked when the slag was tapped off.

Next I cut three panels of 3/8” marine ply a bit larger than the blade. On one panel 
I cut out oblong slots to fit snugly round the tangs. 

On the two outer panels I shaped the leading edges to fit closely up to the stock, 
when laid on either side of the centre one. 

A covering of epoxy resin glued the three sections together and they were clamped 
up tight. 

I made sure there was plenty of resin round the tangs. The project was left to 
harden, after a full and frank domestic discussion, in a dark corner of the dining 
room. It was no good in the garage as it was winter.

A jigsaw formed the shape, using the old blade as template. The belt sander faired 
it off nicely (not in the dining room, there are limits). Do beware of making the 
trailing edge too sharp and consequently vulnerable. 

To protect the ply I epoxied on a layer of fine grade fibreglass mat. It looked so 
beautiful!

The epoxy and glass were virtually transparent so all the different coloured layers 
of the ply showed through. It was left in the dining room for a few days to be 
admired as a work of art.
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Finally, I took it to the boat, refitted it and covered it with a thick layer of anti-foul 
paint.

Unfortunately this was completed over ten years
ago and there are no photographs.

In ten years the rudder shows no sign of 
deterioration, despite spending time, every 
summer, on a half tide mooring and being 
subject to a few groundings and trapped ropes.

I doubt that the cover of fine fibreglass and 
epoxy would be sufficient protection without the 
anti-foul. So, fresh water sailors, inspect 

regularly.

Good sailing. And don’t worry, a Leisure 17 can always get home, steering with the 
outboard.

George Chorlton Leisure 17

Interesting to read of this unusual rudder construction on an L17, George, but a 
most helpful solution provided for readers.  Ed
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After a terrible collision, both skippers clung to the one remaining capsized 

hull still afloat. 

First skipper "Miraculously neither of us were hurt and I had the good fortune 
to be able to contact help before sinking. It must be a sign that we're going to 

be best friends for a very long time." 

Second skipper "You know, I think your right!" 

First skipper "Look over there, I think I see a bottle of rum floating. I'll go a 
get it so we can celebrate our new found friendship." 

After retrieving the rum, the second skipper took it and downed a goodly 
amount. "Here you are my friend", as he handed the bottle to the first skipper 

who quickly replied "No thanks, I'll just wait until the rescue services get 
here!" 



I was tiring of the scruffy bit of wood that acted as Pennod Newydd’s (L17) mast 
crutch. It was scruffy, no more than two bits of a knackered pallet bolted together.

Since my experiments with steam bending wood
I thought I would get some decent wood and
bend it to suit but then changed my mind.

Apart from steam bending being time
consuming, I really wanted something that
would easily collapse and tuck away in the
lazarette and something adjustable too. 

I wanted it to support the mast flat whilst being
trundled down the road but raised enough for
me to be able to drop the mast without having
to remove the hatch.

Previously having the whole cabin soaked in the
short time it took to drop the mast, motor
under a bridge, moor alongside and raise the
thing again, I decided to find a better plan.

In a skip nearby I found a pair of aluminium crutches sticking out. I had climbed in 
the skip for two reasons, one is that I still have a fascination for clambering about 
in skips, (one of many habits I haven’t grown out of) and secondly I was looking for
some scrap metal to make mud guard brackets.

Finding the
crutches, I claimed
them as my own.

Lightweight and
adjustable, they
were perfect, not
for mudguard
brackets, but for
the L17 mast
crutch.

A crutch for a
crutch, it was
almost designed
for the job.

The handles were removed and a neat 6mm hole 
drilled through about 120mm from the end which

carries the clumpy rubber foot. The two "legs" of the crutches were bolted together 
and hey presto.

The arm supports fit neatly on the top of the transom and are tied to the back-stay 
chain-plates. The arm supports might fit better when I’ve moulded them with a 
heat gun but it works fairly well as is.

This is not just upcycling, it is using a product to do what it was designed to do – 
although the designer probably didn’t know it at the time.

Jerry Gibbs L17 Pennod Newydd          Ingenuous Jerry - Ed
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We are currently titivating our L17, ‘Pennod Newydd’ as we plan to spend the first 
week of April on the Norfolk Broads.

Last time we sailed, August last year, we noticed a couple of improvements to be 
made and one of them was the tiller.

The tiller itself was (and still is) a superb piece of mahogany which follows a 
gracious curve to the rudder stock and is truly a thing of beauty. However, it is only 
about three feet long and in certain circumstances, it’s not quite long enough.

One such circumstance occurred during incessant and heavy rain and in a head 
wind too. I hunkered down in the lee of the coach roof with just a quarter of a 
forehead and one single eye peaking over the top to see where we were going.

From my position of shelter I found it difficult to reach the tiller. My awkward 
stretching posture encouraged the rain to track along my arm and into my 
waterproofs until they were full and water squirted out from the ankles.

Clearly an improvement needed to be made in this area and three options were 
available. One, only sail in warm and dry conditions. Second, invest in a drysuit and
the third option was to add a tiller extension.

As a dinghy sailor, buying a tiller extension would solve the problem but surely 
making something which complemented the beauty of the curved mahogany tiller 
was the trick.

As it happened, I had all of the materials to hand. I had a lovely piece of mahogany
which was about the right length and I had a swivelling coupling from the tiller of 
an old Mirror dinghy.

I also had a wall paper stripper and a short section of waste pipe so away I set.The 
mahogany was poked in the waste pipe, the wall paper steamer turned on, the 
rectangular steam applicator unscrewed and the steaming pipe poked into the 
waste pipe. Then both ends were loosely bunged with rags.

I set a timer for 40 minutes during which time I protected the original tiller, which 
was to be used as the form, found the necessary clamps, then had a cup of tea.

After 40 minutes I turned off the steamer, extracted the wood and attempted to 
bend it. It came as some surprise to find that it was not in the slightest bit supple 
and snapped like a carrot as soon as some pressure was applied.

Truth be told, it was weaker and more 
brittle after the steaming that it was 
before. I said some choice words 
(obviously) then considered my options.

The Mirror’s tiller swivel was still attached 
to its extension which was a thin strip of 
white oak and was out-of-keeping, but with
no other choices, it was quickly stripped of 
its varnish.

It was pushed into the steamer pipe and 
the timer set for 40 minutes, which left 
plenty of time for another cup of tea.
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40 minutes later the oak was almost floppy and was quickly bent and clamped to 
the tiller and left to cool and dry – and it was nearly perfect.

Next was the colour match and although I could have driven down to the local DIY 
shop and bought some stain, I couldn’t be bothered. I hunted around and a balance
of tea, coffee, soy sauce and beetroot was concocted; it wasn’t quite right but it 
was close enough.

I applied three coats of the liquor
using a tea bag as a dabber and
when dry, it looked fairly good. The
soy didn’t smell so good and my
fingers quite heavily stained and
equally pungent, but it was a fair
trade.

Once dry, I lightly sanded and applied three coats of varnish then bound the end 
with some cord and it was done.

Inevitably having spent so much time making this tiller extension, the 
circumstances that caused its creation will probably never occur again and it will 
never be needed, but that’s not the point.

I bought a snow board after a particularly snowy winter and as a result, it didn’t 
snow again for the next four years, but I digress ……

Jerry Gibbs, L17, Pennod Newydd

Looks good Jerry. Impressive what tea, coffee, soy sauce and beetroot can 
produce.  Ed.
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A gynecologist was getting sick of his job and decided that he needed a 
career change. He'd always enjoyed tinkering with engines so thought 
he'd become a marine diesel mechanic. 

Off he went on a marine mechanics' course. The final test was to strip a 
diesel engine completely and reassemble it - obviously back into perfect
working order. 

Our gynecologist friend did the test and anxiously awaited the result. The 
day he received the results he got quite a surprise. He got 150%! 

He quickly phoned the instructor and queried the mark. The instructor 
said, "Yes that's right. First I gave you 50% for stripping down the 
engine-a very thorough job.
Next I gave you 50% for reassembling it - a fantastic job really.
Then I gave you a 50% bonus for doing it all through the exhaust port." 



On my first boat I used grinding discs
and ground down the keel to the metal 
with the result shown here.

I then used some rust remover to get
rid of rust. Then I hosed down, dried
and applied 5 layers of epoxy paint in
alternate colours to ensure I did not
miss any spots. It was then copper
coated (another epoxy). 

After just one season the rust started
seeping through in several places. All
that effort and it did not work.

I have used a zinc paint called Zinga for many things to rust proof steel and it 
usually worked. It dries grey and when polished with a wire brush it shines, so it is 
tough. See picture8. 

It is advertised as the next best thing to hot dipped galvanising. So I wondered if it 
would work on the keel. I got in touch with the firm who made it and they said it 
would work, but it is important to steam the keel before applying. 

This is because cast steel is porous and always contains water with salts. I used a 
wallpaper steamer to steam the keel after I sandblasted it. 

I decided to sandblast it as it got rid of all the rust unlike using the grinder. See 
pictures which show the difference with using a grinder and sandblasting. 

For sandblasting I used glass and when
I ran out kiln dried sand. Sandblasting
with sand is not a good idea as it can
cause silicosis of the lungs if it is
breathed in. These substances were
collected and reused after sieving.

This picture shows the keel painted with
Zinga. I had planned to do 2 coats, but I
had to do four coats as it bled liquid
from the keel.
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I then painted it with two coats of
Primocon followed by two coats of
antifoul paint. After it was in the water
for 2 weeks I had to take the boat out
for a while and found about 4 tiny spots
where rust was starting to leak. 

I ground these out and re-did the
process on these tiny spots. This year
after 6 months in the water there was
not a spot of rust anywhere. So pleased
it worked. 

I am not sure, but I think it also had an
effect on weed growth, as the complete bottom of the boat was covered in black 
algae growth, but the keel was as clean as when I put it in. 

Also on the hull there were around 200 barnacles and only 2 on the keel. The anti 
foul paint used was Flag. I think this might be a process  for protecting the keel. I 
will have to see how it turns out over the next few years.
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A thirsty sailor runs from his boat to the nearest bar and shouts to the 
bartender, "Give me twenty shots of yourbest scotch, quick!" 

The bartender pours out the shots, and the sailor drinks them as fast as 
he can. The bartender is very impressed and exclaims,
"Wow. I never saw anybody drink that fast. 

The sailor replies, "Well, you'd drink that fast too, if you had what I 
have." 

The bartender says, "My God! What is it? What do you have?" - "50p”!



Little Things  Hiss You Off A Lot

It seems that in today’s world, every sentence starts with “so” – so - here we 
go . . .

So - I have owned, “Sundance”, my Leisure 23SL for thirteen years. During that 
time she has been in the water for six months every year, so I figured that as Volvo
recommend that you change the membrane on the sail drive after seven years, it 
was time to change mine. 

The decision was made easier as I had noticed some oil in the water in my bilges, 
caused by a water pump that had been leaking for a couple of years. It therefore 
made sense – if I was taking out the engine and saildrive to sort the water pump at
the same time. 

As I have a hatch cut in the sole of my cockpit to lift the engine out, this didn’t 
seem like too much of a hassle – even for two old guys in their seventies

So – back in November on a day not too cold or windy my pal, Jim Kenyon, and I 
took the engine out of Sundance. The procedure started by taking photographs of 
what fitted where to make the refit easier. We then disconnected the throttle, 
engine stop, gear linkage and battery cables. 

We removed the alternator as it was making access to the engine mountings 
awkward and took the opportunity to take pics of the electrical connections at the 
same time. By now, the engine was disconnected from the engine mounts and we 
were ready to disconnect the sail drive. 

Once this was done we lifted the sail drive
out first, then the engine. As my mast had
been dropped for the winter, we used my
main sheets around the mast (strengthened
by a piece of wood) and lifted the engine into
the cockpit. 

Later in the week my pal Stewart Barclay
came down with his forklift and lifted the
engine out of the boat onto a trailer to be
transported to Jim’s garage for the refurb.

So - Back at Jim’s garage, we cleaned up the 
corroded parts with a wire brush before
removing the old water pump. Only four bolts
– no problem – right! Two came out no
problem, the third we managed to get out
with a bit of effort, however, the fourth bolt
was totally corroded into the block –
nightmare! 

It took us several days to get it out. First we ground off the bolt head, then the nut 
on the other end, only to discover that it was threaded into the pump flange. 
Eventually we had to drill it out, but not having a big workbench, this was done 
with a hand drill knowing that if we got it wrong, we would go through the engine 
casing into the water pump. 

Trying times – but we got there. Little things like a corroded bolt that took two days
to get out can really hiss you off!  At this point we discovered that the salt water 
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from the leaking water pump had corroded the casing covering the front of the 
engine, leaking oil through pinprick holes in the casing. 

The next problem was sourcing a new water pump as the bearings and seals on the
old one were well shot. Luckily I managed to get one on EBAY for £150, unused and
originally bought by mistake. A new one could have cost me £400. 

Having sourced the new water pump, a new sail drive membrane, seals for the 
prop-shaft, paint etc. we took a break for Christmas and the New Year.

So - At the end of January, I used plastic metal and fibreglass to repair the perished
metal on the crankcase cover and built up the corroded water pump housing before 
fitting the new water pump. 

The engine was re-sprayed and new oil and fuel filters fitted ready for transporting 
back to Elie. The engine and sail drive were lifted back into Sundance by Stewart 
with his forklift. 

After a two week holiday in Egypt at the end of February, on my return Jim and I 
spent a day in March connecting it all back together. It’s amazing how awkward it is
to get to small nuts and bolts fitting cables in a tight area – but we succeeded. 
(little things again!). 

As I write this, I still have to put the new oil and coolant back into the engine 
before turning on the fuel and hoping it starts. 

So - after thirteen years, I will also take the opportunity to do a few wee repairs to 
the roller-reefing drum, the foot of the mast and the rudder before craning in on 
6th April. 

I suppose what we have learned is that no matter how much you look after your 
boat, there comes a time when you have to do some major repairs. Hopefully the 
work done this year will see me through the next thirteen years without too much 
trouble.

(Damn! – I forgot to add “like” three times in every sentence – I hope you like, still 
understand it.)

Wishing you all a very happy sailing season ahead.

Steve Blaney S23SL Sundance
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This began as a first stab at compiling some of the less well known dimensions of 
twin keel Leisure Yachts, especially the keel areas. To move a twin keeled yacht 
from the water it’s vital to know keel dimensions.

The project expanded to include weights, hull dimensions and cabin heights!
Only the twin keel Leisure Yachts built by Cobramold/Brinecraft are covered here. 
If time allows, tables for masts and sails could be added.

If you spot anything untoward, please let me know.  editor@leisureowners.org.uk

Yacht Length of each 
keel at foot

Max Width Apart of 
keels at outside edge

Max Thickness of each 
keel

L17 - 17SL 36 ins - 920 mm 49.5 ins - 1260 mm 2 ins  - 50 mm

L20 36 ins – 920 mm 63.5 ins – 1615 mm 4.2 ins - 110 mm

L22 46 ins - 1169mm 53.3 ins   - 1296 mm 4 ins    100mm

L23 -23SL 55 ins - 1400 mm 53.5 ins - 1360 mm 7 ins – 180 mm (bulb)

L27 63 ins – 1600 mm 64 ins  - 1625 mm 4 ins – 102 mm

L29 63 ins – 1600 mm 64 ins - 1625 mm 4 ins – 102 mm

Yacht Weight Weight of 
keels

Ballast
Ratio

L17 - 17SL 670 kg 250 kg 37%

L20 1300 kg 477.3kg 37%

L22 1495kg 635 kg 43%

L23 -23SL 1841 kg 886 kg 48.00%

L27 3068 kg 1527 kg 49.77%

L29 3400 kg 1527 kg 45.00%

Yacht Beam Draft Waterline Length

L17 - 17SL 7ft – 2.13m 26 in – 0.65 m 14ft – 4.27m

L20 7ft 6 in – 2.31m 31 in – 0.8 m 18ft 3in – 5.56m

L22 7ft 10 in – 2.39m 32 in – 0.81m 19ft 11in – 6.07m

L23-23SL 7ft 10 in – 2.39m 32 in  - 0.81m 20ft – 6.9m

L27 9ft 3 in -  2.81m – 47 in  - 1.19m - 22ft – 6.7m

L29 9ft 3 in -  2.81m – 47 in – 1.19m 25ft 5in – 7.62m 

Yacht Cabin Headroom

L17 - 17SL 3ft 4in – 1.02m

L20 5ft 4 in - 1.62m

L22 5ft 8 in - 1.73m

L23- 5ft 9 in - 1.75m

L23SL 5ft 10 in - 1.79m

L27/29 6ft 1.5 in-  1.87m
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1959  Brian Meerloo sets up Cobramold in a WW2 Romney shed at Stansted 
Airport.

1965  Cobramold revolutionises the design of traditional, wooden Broads cruisers 
with the GRP moulded 39 foot "Caribbean" type cruiser. 

1967  Leisure 17 makes it's debut at the Earls Court Boat Show. Selling price 
£495, same as BMC Mini. Designer Arthur Howard. Remains in production until 
1990.  Over 3,500 built.
 
1967/68  John Adam sails a Leisure 17, “Eve”, to Las Palmas in the Canary Islands
and then on to Antigua in the Caribbean.  Heading for Florida, John is wrecked off 
the Cuban coast and arrested as a suspected spy but later released.

1970  Leisure 22, Graham Caddick designed launched.  
L22 and L17 now being exported to Germany and Holland.

1970  John Adam launches "Windpilot" 

1972  The 1000th Leisure rolls off the production line and is presented to a Mr 
Hayes, a blind sailor. 

1973  Leisure 23 designed by Frank Pryor launched.

1975  SL models of 17 and 23 appear. Brian Meerloo redesigns the coach roof 
and windows to a modern looking "wedgie shape".

1975  Leisure 20, designed by Horst E Glacier, launched and aimed at the German
and European market where many inland waterways had a 20 foot restriction on 
leisure craft.

1977 Leisure 27, designer Frank Pryor,  launched.

1978  German import agency, Leisure GMBH, from a new marina at Schleswig, 
import hulls for 43 and 46 foot yachts from Taiwan. Six are fitted out.
 
1980  Leisure 29 arrives, basically a Leisure 27 with a two foot longer cockpit.

1980  Cobramold forced into liquidation when funds within Leisure GBMH in 
Germany disappear, leaving parent company Cobramold owed many thousands.

1981  Brinecraft under Tom Winyard buy the moulds and take over production of  
the L17, 20, 23.

1982  The Leisure Owners Association (LOA) launched by Geoff Godfrey on the 
South and Colin Shead on the East coast.  First edition of Saltings

1983  Jaguar Yachts produce the Lynx 29 from the moulds of the Leisure 29.

1987  In august a catastrophic fire at Brinecraft brings production of Leisure yachts
in the UK to an end. Some of the moulds are moved to Germany.

1989  Boating Scene "adopt" the Leisure name and stick it on a Mirage 27, the 
“Leisure 27SL”.
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1996  Cory Yachts, of Sandwich in Kent, negotiate the use of the Leisure brand 
name and produce two new designs, an 18 and a 24.  Around twelve Leisure 18s 
are built but the 24 existed only in prototype.

2007  Twenty fifth anniversary of the Leisure Owners Association

2008  Leisure Owners Association website upgraded and re-launched.

2012 Turkish sailor sails single handed in L17 from Bodrum in Turkey to Plymouth 
in UK, crossing Biscay in Octover/November. 
Laymar Marine buy the moulds for the Leisure 18. 
 
2013 Practical Boat Owner (April edition. No 559) publish a six page editorial on 
Leisure Yachts.

2016 The Leisure Owners Association records highest numbers to date-  600 
members.

2017 A Jubilee Year  - 50 years since the launch of the first Leisure 17 by 
Cobramold. 35 years since the Leisure Owners Association started. 
LOA member Kevin Gilroy completes solo sail around Britain in L27, Dark Star.

With most written records lost following administration in 1980 and the catastrophic fire of 
1987, it has been difficult to make an accurate historical record. 

Most of the above dates were given over a series of interviews with Brian Meerloo, the 
original co founder of Cobramold.

Others who actually built Leisure Yachts, such as Jerry Gilmer have been most helpful in 
tightening up on dates. For example, Jerry was working at Brinecraft and double checked the
date of the Brinecraft fire to confirm it happened in August 1987. 
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LOA Pennants – New Stock Available

LOA pennants/burgees are a quality product.
Made in the Uk by Northern Flags in Leeds, the
pennants are made from good quality canvas
and hand sewn on all edges.  The Leisure
emblem is sewn to both sides of the pennant.
Complete with a wooden toggle and white nylon
mounting cord, this smart pennant will enhance
every Leisure yacht.  
Available now on the LOA website

https://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/app.php/buy-pennant


An up to date list of Leisure yachts for sale and wanted is available on the LOA 
website. 
Please click on this link

The experience and knowledge from the Forum, Reference Library and Saltings has 
been distilled and brought together in the Owners Manuals.

Owners Manuals also contain content from two older Forums (or Fora) and these 
Manuals are a true index to all available information produced by LOA members.

Longer articles on boat maintenance which have been published in Saltings have 
been gathered together in the Reference Library.  See the links below.

The LOA journal, Saltings, is published in Spring, Summer and  Winter each year.

Owners Manuals Leisure 17/17SLManual

Leisure23/23SL Manual

Leisure 27/29 Manual

Reference Library Engines/Saildrives - Volvo

Engines - other

Hull and Deck

Mast and Spars

Sails and Rigging

Below Decks

Electrics

Gas Installations

General Interest

Trailers

Saltings Magazine 20 Years     Discussion Forum
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Forum, Reference Library, Saltings

Quick Links

Yachts For Sale/Wanted

http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/index.php
http://www.leisureowners.org.uk/bulletin/viewforum.php?f=39
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=39
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=40
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=41
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=41
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=41
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=41
https://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=13


The Owners Manuals for the L17, L23 and L27 were updated in February 2018 and 
are available on the LOA website through this link.  
http://www.forum.leisureowners.org.uk/viewforum.php?f=41

Each Owners Manual is in the form of a PDF file which can be read on line or 
downloaded to the digital device of your choice.

Barri Hopkins carried out the revisions of the L17 and L23 manuals and Kevin Gilroy
revised the L27/L29 manual.

A unanimous vote of thanks to Barri
Barri has now retired from his role as Manuals Coordinator/Author. Huge thanks is 
due to him. Without Barri's vision and drive, the Owners Manuals might never have 
been compiled. 

Barri, cajoled, prodded and persuaded people to get the project off the ground and 
his “mouse finger” must be worn down by the long hours spent on his computer for 
the benefit of all LOA members.
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LOA continues to invest in new moulds so that replacement GRP parts can be 
manufactured. We also have a range of other parts, tillers, tiller heads, skeg shoes 
etc. 
All these are available through Gerry Askham at Hurst Marine.
Gerry Askham, Hurst Marine, 20 Coppins Close, Chelmsford Essex.  CM2 6AY
Telephone  +44(0) 1245 258 420  or email gerry@hurst-marine.co.uk.

Leisure 17 Anchor locker lid

Rear locker top

Main hatch

Rudder

Skeg

Leisure 17SL Anchor locker lid

Main Hatch

Rudder

Skeg

Leisure 20 Anchor locker lid

Forehatch

Rudder

Skeg

Leisure 22 Anchor locker lid

Rear Locker Top

Rudder

Skeg

Leisure 23 Anchor locker lid

Garage lid/hatch

Leisure 23SL Anchor locker lid

Cockpit cave locker

Fore hatch

Main hatch

Rear locker top

Rudder

Skeg

Leisure 27/29 Cockpit cave locker

Rudder

Instrument pods

All Models Tiller heads (not 
27/29)

Laminated tillers

Skeg shoes

Rudder top bearing

Rubber forehatch 
hinge tops (L23 SL)
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All GRP parts are moulded professionally 
by the company which produces 
mouldings for Oyster Yachts so the 
quality is second to none.
Association members benefit from 
discount prices, but in order to recover 
our investment in the mouldings within a 
reasonable time, we do make these parts
available whether or not the purchaser is 
a member of the LOA.
If you do not see what you want, please 
contact Hurst Marine who can often help.

Spares And Parts

https://sites.google.com/site/gerryhurstmarine/home
mailto:gerry@hurst-marine.co.uk
https://sites.google.com/site/gerryhurstmarine/home
https://sites.google.com/site/gerryhurstmarine/home
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Personalised Clothing

The Get Up Mast Ladder is supplied with different types
of sail slides to fit your mast groove and comes in four 
standard designs and sizes.

Lengths from 25ft to 40ft as standard however, other 
lengths can be made to order with delivery normally 
seven to ten days from receipt of the order. Alternative
versions are available with Velcro straps or bolt rope in 
place of the sail slides suitable for use with in-mast 
reefing or furling systems, locating into the small 
staysail track alongside the main one.
Gerry Askham at Hurst Marine.co.uk.
Telephone  +44(0) 1245 258 420  or 
email gerry@hurst-marine.co.uk.

Get-Up Mast Ladder

mailto:gerry@hurst-marine.co.uk
https://sites.google.com/site/gerryhurstmarine/home
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